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ABSTRACT
This presentation will give you some key points when developing trial design model specification under SDTM
versions (up to 3.2). After the presentation, you will have a clearer idea of what inputs are needed to gather, as well
as understand in advance of starting work on the trial design domains, in order to move efficiently through the
definition process.
It is important to have: the latest protocol; a summary of the Inclusion/Exclusion criteria changes; the SDTM
Specification Template; the latest version of Electronic Case Report Form (eCRF) as well as the specifications for
DM, IE, SE and SV domains before beginning to create the Trial Design domains. The presentation will also
recognize the main differences within SDTM IG version 3.1.3 and older versions for the Trial Design Model (TDM)
domains.
A discussion will present the critical cross checking between TDMs and other SDTM domains that is necessary to
consider for the most efficient specification development, for example:
1.

TA (Trial Arms) and DM (Demographics) domain.

2.

TA (Trial Arms) and TE (Trial Element).

3.

TE (Trial Element) and SE (Subject Elements) domain.

4.

TI (Trial Inclusion/Exclusion) and IE (Inclusion/Exclusion) domain.

5.

TV (Trial Visits) and SV (Subject Visits) domain.

Finally, the presentation will give the audience useful and specific examples on how to find the required information
on external references shown in the SDTM IG that may not be as straightforward as it initially appears when working
with Trial Summary domain in version 3.1.3 (like REGID, UNII, SNOMED CT, NDF-RT, etc.)

INTRODUCTION
A Trial Design Model (TDM) domain is a special purpose data set, which represent information about the study
design but do not contain subject data. There are six TDM domains that are well defined on the SDTM
Implementation Guide version 3.2, they are:
1.

Trial Arms (TA), describes each planned arm in the trial.

2.

Trial Elements (TE) contains the definitions of the elements that appear in the TA dataset.

3.

Trial Visits (TV), describes the planned Visits in a trial.

4.

Trial Summary (TS), allows the sponsor to submit a summary of the trial in a structured format.

5.

Trial Inclusion Exclusion (TI) which contains all the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the trial.

6.

Trial Disease Assessments (TD) domain provides information on the protocol-specified disease assessment
schedule (this is present in SDTM IG version 3.2 but not in the previous, TD will not be referenced further in this
paper).

The specifications for these datasets are different from the rest of the SDTM domains. If you have been assigned to
develop TDM specifications for the first time and not sure where to start, this document will help you with that, giving
you some useful tips and extra resources.
This presentation will give you some key points when developing trial design model specification under SDTM
versions (up to 3.2). After the presentation, you will have a clearer idea of what inputs are needed to gather, as well
as understand in advance of starting work on the trial design domains, in order to move efficiently through the
definition process.
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INPUTS NEEDED TO DEVELOP TDM SPECS
1.

Latest Protocol version.

2.

A summary of the Inclusion/Exclusion criteria changes (if any) including all the wording updates and protocol
version number where they were changed.

3.

SDTM Implementation Guide (IG). It’s very important to confirm first the version in which the study should be
based.

4.

SDTM Specification Template (based in the version mentioned above).

5.

Latest Electronic Case Report Form (eCRF)

6.

Updated specs for DM, IE, SE and SV domains (if available).

Note: TDM domains can be created either prior to or after the other SDTM domains. If prior, TDM domains such as
TA, TE, TV, and TI will be the source of SDTM domain values. If TDM domains are created after the other SDTM
domains, it will be the opposite way. Further information will be provided about these cross checks in this paper.

WHERE TO START?
Once you have all the inputs needed, you can follow these steps:
1.

Read the protocol synopsis.

2.

Read the SDTM IG Section 7, please put special attention to the version you have to use, since there are
substantial differences between versions. (Ask if unsure). Look carefully at the examples provided there, they are
very useful to have a starting point.

3.

Use the specifications template (usually available with the SDTM IG package) to start creating the TDM domains:

4.



For creating Trial Arms (TA) data set specs, you will need to read the protocol and make a list or diagram
(whatever works better for you) including all the ‘Arms’ within in the study and fill each row on the template
specs with the information required for the corresponding ‘Arm’.



Once you have the ‘Arms’ defined, you have to work on the Trial Elements (TE) data set, which will contain
the definitions of the elements that appear in the Trial Arms (TA) dataset. Make sure to understand the
difference between an ‘Arm’ and an ‘Element’, you can find these and some other helpful definitions at
Section 7.1.2 on SDTM IG (Definitions of Trial Design Concepts).



To create the Trial Visits (TV) data set specifications, you will only to copy the visit values from SV (if
available), otherwise, get them from the protocol in the ‘Schedule’ section.



The Trial Summary (TS) will require that each PARAMCD described on the SDTM IG appendix is filled with
the study information present in the protocol. The paper will show some specific examples in the following
section.



Since the Trial Inclusion Exclusion (TI) has to contain the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the trial, try to
get them directly from IE (Inclusion/Exclusion) data set specifications, if not available, get them directly from
the protocol.

Make sure that all the variables that are shown as Core =“Required” or “Expected” are present in the domain.
You can find this information in the ‘Appendix C –Controlled Terminology – Appendix C1: Trial Summary codes
on the SDTM IG v 3.2.
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SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FOR GETTING TSVAL VALUES LISTED ON THE SDTM IG V3.1.2
AND UP.
In this section, a review of some specific examples on how to find the TSVAL values on external links (referenced in
the SDTM IG) will be presented. It may not be as straightforward as it initially appears when working with Trial Summary
domain in version 3.1.2 and up, such as the following:

HOW TO GET TSVAL VALUES FOR TSPARMCD=”REGID” (REGISTRY IDENTIFIER).


Go directly to the CT.GOV website at www.clinicaltrials.gov



Then, on the left side put for the protocol number of your study in the ‘Search for Studies” box and hit
“Search” as shown in the example below.

Display 1. Looking TSVAL values for REGID - Step 1
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Then when you find your study, give a click on the title.

Display 2. Looking TSVAL values for REGID - Step 2



Finally, you will be directed to a window with all the information about the study; in this case, the TSVAL for
TSPARMCD = “REGID” will be the “ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier” (NCT002173) as you can see below in Display 3
and the TSVCDVER will be “CT.GOV”.

Display 3. Looking TSVAL values for REGID - Step 3
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HOW TO GET TSVAL VALUES FOR TSPARMCD=TRT (INVESTIGATIONAL THERAPY OR
TREATMENT)


Go to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Substance Registration System – Unique Ingredient
Identifier (UNII) website (http://fdasis.nlm.nih.gv/srs).



Then, put the active ingredient of the treatment (usually mentioned in the protocol) and hit “Go” an example
looking for “ASPIRIN” is shown in the Display 4 below.

Display 4. Looking TSVAL values for TRT - Step 1



On the next window you will see that the TSVAL for TSPARMCD=TRT (Investigational Therapy or Treatment)
will be the UNII value shown in Display 5 below.

Display 5. Looking TSVAL values for TRT - Step 2
Note: Not all treatments have a record on the UNII database, but in case you find it, you can populate the TSVAL as
described above and TSVCDREF= “UNII”.
If you do not find the TRT value on the UNII database, discuss with your team about the alternatives you may have to
fill this field.
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HOW TO GET TSVAL VALUES FOR TSPARMCD =PCLAS (PHARMACOLOGICAL CLASS OF
INVEST. THERAPY)


Open the National Drug File – Reference terminology link: http://bioportalbioontology.org/ontologies/NDF-RT.
And select “Classes” from the Menu in the left upper corner, as shown in Display 6 below.

Display 6. Looking TSVAL values for PCLAS - Step 1


Then expand the “+” sign on the left list next to “Pharmaceutical Preparations”.



And also expand the button for “FDA Established Pharmacologic Classes”.



Finally, look for your treatment or drug name in that list, if you found the PCLAS for your study; the TSVAL will be
the “NUI” number located in the right side of the window as shown in Display 7 below. In case you are unsure,
check with your team to make sure which value needs to be selected.

Display 7. Looking TSVAL values for PCLAS - Step 2
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HOW TO GET TSVAL VALUES FOR TSPARMCD = TDIGRP (DIAGNOSIS GROUP) AND INDIC
(TRIAL INDICATION)


Go to the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Term Browser: https://ncit.nci.nih.gov/ncitbrowser/pages/vocabulary.jsf



Then select “NCI Term Browser” from the right menu as shown in the Display 8 below.

Display 8. Looking TSVAL values for TDIGRP - Step 1


Then select the “SNOMED CT” link shown at the bottom of the Display 9 below.

Display 9. Looking TSVAL values for TDIGRP - Step 2
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Then accept the terms and conditions for that page as shown in the Display 10 below.

Display 10. Looking TSVAL values for TDIGRP - Step 3


Now you can type the “Diagnosis” or the “Indication” for your study in the “Search” box on the right upper
corner and select the one better fits to your study. An example for “Diabetes Mellitus” is given on Display 11
below.

Display 11. Looking TSVAL values for TDIGRP - Step 4
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Now select the term that better fits to your study “Indication” or “Diagnosis”, then the TSVAL will be
“73211009” (SNOMED Clinical Terms Code) for this example, as shown in Display 12 below.

Display 12. Looking TSVAL values for TDIGRP - Step 5

USEFUL TIPS WHILE DEVELOPING SDTM SPECS


Make sure to understand the SDTM IG basic concepts and the difference between them like: EPOCH,
ELEMENT, ARM, etc. and review the examples before creating your own specs; in the SDTM IG they provided a
lot of helpful information that can fit into your study.



Make sure to use the correct CDISC – SDTM Terminology file. When in doubt do not hesitate to consult with
your team, is always better to ask than do re-work!



The TS and the TI domain are filled from the protocol directly, (make sure to review the minimum parameters
required by the corresponding SDTM IG version; for TS in SDTM IG version 3.2 they are located in the Appendix
C1: Trial Summary Codes.

MAIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TDM SPECS ON SDTM IG V3.1.2 AND V3.1.3
Basically all the TDM domains remain the same in both version, except for the TS domain, since in v3.1.3, there are
four new variables that were added as well as additional required parameters and controlled terminology associated
with additional parameters. This gives a more “complicated” touch to the TS specs development. The new variables
are:


TSVALNF – Parameter Null Flavor. This new variable is required when there is no value on the TSVAL field to
explain why the value is not present. There is associated controlled terminology for this field.



TSVALCD – Parameter Value Code. This variable could have more than one unique value, please check the
STDM IG examples for further reference. This is for example, the value of the code associated with VALUE itself
within a code list, not the code to identify a code list.



TSVCDREF – Name of the Reference Terminology. There is not much information in the SDTM IG v3.1.2 about
this new variable, but the majority of the sources can be found with the external links referenced before. This is
essentially the name of the source for the code list/values used.



TSVCDVER – Version of the Reference Terminology. Be careful when getting TSVCDREF values and take a
note of the version you are using to fill this field.
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CONCLUSION
As you can see in this paper, developing the TDM specs for the first time is not a simple process, you have to use a
lot of resources and have clear many concepts at the same time, and this can drive you really crazy if you do not
know where to look.
I hope this summary of tips and tricks will be helpful to all of you and your teams when doing this task in your
organization. Keep in mind that just the experience can help you to fill the gaps you may have at the beginning, do
not give up! And do not be afraid to ask questions to the experts, also keep a constant communication with your
team; that way the whole process will be easier.
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